All by design.

ASSA ABLOY Door Controls

Designed to work for you

ASSA ABLOY door controls span three technologies that cover everything
you could want from a door closer: from unique features that enhance door
opening comfort to the elegant and distinctive evolutionary design, our
portfolio complements every architectural style and building function.
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Designed with flexibility in mind

Simpler to install
Installation is easier thanks to the height
adjustable spindle offered as standard on
Cam-Motion® and core rack and pinion door
closers. This allows more room to manoeuvre
during initial installation, and when doors
are poorly installed or the hinges have worn
causing the door to drop. As installation
is easier and there are less adjustments to
make, ASSA ABLOY door controls are more
accurately installed and so perform at their
optimum level, and of course are quicker and
less expensive to install.

Consistent operation
Whether summer or winter, door closing
speeds and control remain consistent. Metal
regulator valves used in all door closer and
floor spring mechanisms provide superior
thermodynamic performance than all-plastic
alternatives.

Upgrade with ease
Thanks to identical mounting positions across
the core models in the portfolio, it is very
easy to upgrade power sizes, functionality
and technologies of door controls. The core
products which include the DC200, DC300,
DC500 and DC700, share the same fixing
centres and position from the hinge, enabling
your door control system to evolve alongside
changes in building function.

Designed to work anywhere
Versatility and flexibility are at the heart of
Cam-Motion® technology. Used exclusively
with guide rails, these door control devices
are non-handed and can be quickly and easily
installed in all possible fixing applications.
Supported by a range of accessories such
as mounting plates, hold-open devices and
dampers, components can be combined to
create the door control solution you want.
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Designed with technology to take control

Cam-Motion® overhead door controls
Rapidly decreasing opening torque gives enhanced
door opening comfort. Cam-Motion® technology
makes doors open and close smoothly, easily and
securely. The closers are available for virtually any
door application including single and double leaf
doors as well as concealed and surface-mounted
mechanical, electro-mechanical and electrohydraulic options.

Cam-Motion® floor springs
Invisible to the eye, floor springs are ideal for both
glass doors and heavier doors, providing smooth
and secure door closing whilst preserving the
architect’s vision. Available for both single and
double action doors, to a width of 1400mm and a
door weight of 300kg, ASSA ABLOY floor springs
offer enhanced durability to over one million
cycles, and come with a full range of accessories.

Fire Door Systems

Attractive, discrete and fully compliant with
fire regulations, our comprehensive range of
fire door systems uses electromechanical and
electrohydraulic hold-open and free swing
technology with either Cam-Motion® or rack
and pinion door closers. Systems are available for
single and double door leaf doors, in concealed and
surface-mounted options.
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Rack and pinion door controls
Versatile and highly efficient, our extensive
portfolio of rack and pinion door controls for
doors and gates have fully adjustable closing
and latch speed consistent across a wide range
of temperatures. Backcheck is offered as standard
in most models, with optional delayed action also
available in our higher grade products.

Designed to be compliant
CE Mark

EN1154
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* Except Gate Closers

Coordinators

Coordinators control the closing of double doors
in the correct order, by independently controlling
both door leaves. Coordinators are also available
with a range of electro-mechanical hold-open
systems and optional smoke detectors, making
them suitable for fire and smoke protection doors.
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Designed to enhance your specification…

Subtle contrast
Sophisticated and sleek, ASSA ABLOY door
controls blend lightly contrasting colours and
finishes to give a pleasing enhancement to the
door design, perfect for all environments.

Distinctive and modern
Contemporary in appearance, with neat
chamfered edges that exude quality
and robustness.
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Definition and continuity
Strong lines combined with light
metallic finishes make a powerful
statement. The hallmark horizontal
groove provides recognisable continuity
from model to model.

…the latest evolution that works
with your architectural vision

Smooth and robust
A distinct yet unobtrusive appearance
achieved with soft angles and a double radius.

With the architectural vision foremost in the minds of
ASSA ABLOY designers, door controls have been re-imagined
to bring an elegant advance in the design evolution of
the portfolio.
Combined with other ASSA ABLOY architectural hardware,
the range offers numerous possibilities to create complete
door opening solutions… All by design.
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Close-Motion®

When you need a door to close securely and
silently into the frame preserving the quiet, tranquil
environment in your building, look no further than
Close-Motion®.
Close-Motion® combines Cam-Motion® technology
with a patented integrated damping device to close
doors smoothly, securely and quietly. During the
last few degrees of closing, the door is damped
and controllably pulled into the frame enabling
the locking system to correctly latch the door into
position.

Designed to be compliant

Close-Motion®
* CE certificates applied for
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CE Mark

EN1154

EN1155

EN1158





*

*

Close-Motion® can assist with difficult-to-close
doors such as entrance doors subject to draughts
and windy conditions, and often with areas subject
to air pressure differentials such as clean rooms
and server rooms. By slowing the door down, it can
actively help prevent trapped fingers too.
This makes Close Motion® an ideal solution for
virtually any environment, ranging from hospitality,
healthcare and education buildings, to commercial,
public and government buildings.

Security Door Closer

When you need a door to lock securely,
automatically and without fuss, or to open
automatically as part of a fire escape system,
ASSA ABLOY’s Security Door Closer is the perfect
solution.
The versatile, sleek, all-in-one access control and
escape route solution is an innovative combination
of Cam-Motion® technology and an escape door
strike.
Suitable for retrofit applications, including fire
doors, it can be easily integrated into a building
management system (BMS) or monitored from a

central display and operator panel. The door can be
unlocked at any time by the BMS, a key, timer, wall
mounted switch or access control system.
For fire door applications, the Security Door Closer
connects to the building’s fire alarm system so that
when the fire alarm is activated, the door instantly
unlocks.
For access control, smooth, comfortable opening
and reliable closing are assured by Cam-Motion®
technology, with convenient, secure locking
provided by the integrated electric strike.

Designed to be compliant

Security Door Closer

CE Mark

EN1154





EN1155

EN1158
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Free-Motion®

Where you need doors to swing freely for the
ultimate in easy access, but still close securely when
required, Free-Motion® is the solution.

It is particularly suited to applications where end
users might be hindered by door control forces,
such as in hospitals, elderly care homes or schools.

Free-Motion® allows the door to swing freely
from a 0-degree opening angle when open,
controllably close when the power is disconnected
either manually via a wall mounted switch, or
automatically when triggered by a building’s fire
alarm system.

Free-Motion® technology is available for single and
double-leaf doors.

Designed to be compliant
CE Mark
Free-Motion®
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EN1154

EN1155

EN1158

BS8300-2







A trusted name in door controls

ASSA ABLOY boasts an unparalleled record
in designing and producing top quality door
closers to meet every need.
We build on 80 years’ experience in door
opening solutions and a solid pedigree of
European manufacturing, with production
starting in Finland in 1934, and Italy in
1948. In both countries we continue to
design, develop and manufacture with our
production footprint having also expanded
to Germany and Asia over the last decade.
As well as products meeting all the relevant
European standards, ASSA ABLOY is at the
forefront of efforts to support sustainability
initiatives, providing Environmental Product
Declarations to help the drive for better,
greener buildings for future generations.
Having local European manufacturing serving
local European markets is at the heart of
ASSA ABLOY’s ability to drive standards up.

Designed to be all you need
Whatever you look for in a door closer,
the ASSA ABLOY portfolio offers all the
functionality, to the highest standards
of quality and compliance, in a range of
aesthetically pleasing designs, to ensure
your door opening solution is tailored
to your needs.
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ASSA ABLOY UK
School Street
Willenhall
WV13 3PW
United Kingdom
Tel: +44(0)845 070 6713
Email: customerservices@assaabloy.co.uk
Web: www.assaabloy.co.uk/doorclosers

